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HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS
FOR SPRING AND SUMMER 2022
Abstract: these generalized predictions on the 12 zodiac signs consider the steps of
Jupiter and Saturn which offer a range of information covering several months. They
are therefore not specific forecasts and therefore not based on the chart of each
individual and you will certainly take what is written here with due caution because
astrology is not a science but it is a beautiful, interesting and very funny art.
So that you can obtain additional and more detailed information you should read over
the general forecast of your sun sign also those of your ascendant. If you do not know
your ascendant sign of the zodiac then go online on this page and calculates it.
For each sign you will find the predictions about love and affections, work and money
and luck. The months of prediction ranging from April 2022 to September 2022.
Happy reading !

Aries love spring summer 2022: spring begins with a beautiful Venus in Aquarius
that in the minds of many of you could bring some not so beautiful desire, for example
that of having more than one love relationship, various erotic adventures and therefore
cheating on your partner. We must be careful but in most cases spring is full of a very
good enthusiasm that with the push of Jupiter in your zodiac sign from May 12th can
allow you to make important projects for the future of the couple. The most beautiful
month will undoubtedly be May with Venus in your sky. Excellent time to get married
or to have a child, to start a new romantic relationship, to get to know your soul mate,
in short, to fall in love. If you make one of these decisions then the end of the year will
be very exciting. Look around you in the spring if you want to fall in love and don't
turn back to situations that are no longer part of your life.
Aries career money spring summer 2022: undoubtedly the work could be crucial in
these months as with Jupiter very stable in Aries and with the support of Saturn for the
whole year, you will be able to consolidate some partnerships, to proceed with
collaborations and projects but what will be more interesting is that you will finally be
able to field new projects, new ideas and change your life. The need for some of you
to change is very strong, to make an important turning point in your professional life
by investing money in new projects and with Jupiter that will pass in your sign from
mid-May we are almost certain that the sky will also support you economically. But it
must be said that although that Jupiter in the first house for the whole summer can bring
earnings, financial investments and expenses will be many and therefore careful not to
overdo it, throwing money away for useless situations that cannot bring progress. News
coming soon.
Aries luck spring summer 2022: Mars is in Aquarius in the first days of spring but
between April and May it will be behind you from the zodiac sign Pisces leading to an
energy drop, to a slight tension that perhaps will not make you live peacefully. We must
therefore avoid wasting unnecessary energy by being very careful to strengthen the
body precisely in those inactive moments. To avoid too stressful journeys and even
strenuous work in the spring months but luckily the summer begins with Mars in your
sky and undoubtedly the months of June and the first days of July will be absolutely
amazing and the energies will return to rise again as well as the sexual desire. . Even
better the second part of August and all of September with Mars in Gemini forming a
sextile aspect with Jupiter in your zodiac sign. This will be the most important period
in which you will feel that you are moving towards goals to be achieved. Smile at life
and enjoy the summer.
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Taurus love spring summer 2022: as far as the love life is concerned, spring starts
quite badly and you may feel the need to change something in the love relationship
within you but the transits of Venus are quite fast and with the support of Jupiter still
in Pisces you will almost certainly be able to solve various problems and
misunderstandings. Beware, however, always in spring and in particular in April, to a
Mars in Aquarius that fortifies the power of Venus and involves even very important
quarrels that would be better avoided. The most relaxed and peaceful period in love
will be that of June with Venus in your sky but also July and part of August will be full
of sexual energy, a very strong desire to meet new people if you are single and therefore
to have some erotic adventure . Your charm will increase significantly but be careful
not to underestimate too much a sensitivity that may not be satisfied by those you meet.
Taurus career money spring summer 2022: until May 10, 2022 you must try to take
advantage of the favorable influences of Jupiter from the zodiac sign Pisces as its transit
in late spring in the zodiac sign Aries will not be so exciting. So in the work, get busy
first, try to carry out ideas and projects, maybe if you intend to change jobs within your
own company or office then ask for a step forward in this period. If you are looking for
a job then plan interviews and always send your resume in the first part of spring
because summer could really be stingy with satisfaction, opportunities, news. To
increase your professional opportunities, travel, change cities but always before
summer because otherwise you will have to face rather tiring months. Mainly move
forward with your energies and without leaning too much on people you don't know so
well.
Taurus luck spring summer 2022: your planet of luck, that is Jupiter, is favorable
until the first 10 days of May 2022 and therefore you must absolutely take advantage
of the first part of spring to reach goals but also to strengthen your body, your mind
and find a very good inner balance. Too bad for that Mars in Aquarius until mid-April
that steals energy and strains the body but then and until about the end of May it
recovers and optimism will be a very important ingredient, essential to move forward
and believe more in yourself. Undoubtedly this is a year of great preparation for the
next year, the one in which Jupiter will be in your sky after about 12 years and will
help you start again but you must not be caught unprepared and tired. July and August
will probably not work as much and with Mars in your sky you can enjoy excellent
holidays where you can travel a lot in exotic and warm places.
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Gemini love spring summer 2022: May, June and July 2022 are perhaps the best
months for the sentimental sector with a fantastic Venus that will first pass through
Aquarius and this at the beginning of spring and then be in Aries and then in your sky.
Falling in love in these months is very likely also because the support of Mars will be
important. In fact, from the end of August, for example, until the end of summer, the
red planet will pass through your zodiac sign and you will be attractive, seductive,
absolutely magnetic and the possibility of having more than one meeting, to attract
more to you, should not be underestimated. of a person. Perhaps very light adventures
but if you are looking for great love you can still commit yourself because in the
summer Jupiter will be in Aries and therefore will give more luck from this point of
view. The same period is essential for those who want to consolidate the romantic
relationship by making even crucial decisions such as getting married.
Gemini career money spring summer 2022: certainly in the professional sector there
is no lack of energy and desire to do and who knows that between this spring and
summer you will be less superficial than usual. Indeed we can say that with the support
of Jupiter from May, exactly after May 10, 2022, you will finally have clearer ideas on
what needs to be done in the work. Ideas, intuitions, projects that must be cultivated
and not neglected but also supported by people who can give you a small or large
support. We are almost certain that summer will be profitable for you with news, even
financial and economic investments that will perhaps take away money but in winter
you will have everything back and even more. Buying a new home to live in with the
person you love or renovating the one you live in are probable, not impossible. Looking
for work will also be easier with the arrival of the summer period.
Gemini luck spring summer 2022: June will be a good month to feel in great physical
and mental shape but the end of August and the whole month of September will be two
absolutely very important periods in which to make much greater efforts to achieve
that freedom to which you so much. yearn. Everything can be done and with a very
good balance between mind, body and spirit we are almost certain that you will
accomplish a lot and plant the seeds for a very productive winter. The beginning of
spring is also good with the transit of Mars in Aquarius and you will perhaps feel a
very pronounced need, to enjoy greater freedom and independence. When you are
happy you are even more generous towards the people you love but do not first of all
neglect your inner happiness and serenity at this time of the year. Interesting trips both
on a personal and professional level are those that are made around the end of August
and throughout September.
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Cancer love spring summer 2022: April, June, August and September are really
interesting months in which to meet new people. In fact, the transits of Venus between
spring and summer 2022 are pleasant for almost all of you and only those who do not
want to fall in love or have even sexual adventures, will be disappointed and will
experience a phase devoid of amorous satisfaction. If you decide to go out and not stay
indoors even after having suffered a romantic separation, then Venus and Mars will
give many opportunities to experience emotions and sensations that you may have
forgotten, even if you are very advanced in age. Trust yourself, what you feel inside
and if you feel that flame of love that burns, which lights up your heart, then you go to
different places than usual, make new friends and in the months mentioned above, with
the support of Venus, you will be in able to attract anyone. Enjoy a summer full of love
news.
Cancer career money spring summer 2022: to talk about work we should also
observe the transits of Mercury but this being a very rapid planet in its movements we
only want to observe the transits of Jupiter which this year will be until the first days
of May 2022 in Pisces and then in Aries until the end of the summer. So here's how
easy it is to understand how the period plus profitable to look for a job, to consolidate
your professional position and to plant the seeds of a better future, it will be the spring
one but take care that we are talking about the months of March and April because
from 11 May Jupiter will be in quadrature. The summer will therefore not be easy to
reinforce the goals you have reached and perhaps you will face some bureaucratic and
legal problems. So be careful and do not neglect anything and in some complicated
cases let yourself be followed by competent people. However, looking for a new
professional occupation is possible.
Cancer luck spring summer 2022: if you hope to get something from destiny then
your intuition is not wrong because Jupiter will still be in trine from the zodiac sign
Pisces until the end of the first part of spring and then go into quadrature. So luck will
still be with you and if you have sown well in the past you will be able to reap further
benefits. However, May and also July will be excellent moments to strengthen the body
and mind, to find that clarity essential to proceed with enthusiasm during a summer
that will still have its difficulties in various areas of your life. So if you want to play
sports, consolidate your mood, optimism, self-confidence then these months are
certainly the best of this period. During May and July you could also make long trips,
for fun or for work and return home very satisfied. Too bad we still have Saturn in
Aquarius that hinders.
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Leo love spring summer 2022: the previous year was really very complicated on a
sentimental level and the confirmation comes from love relationships that have also
ended in a stormy way or from disappointments that are also very bitter for lonely
hearts. This year, fortunately, Jupiter begins a positive transit and with the support of
Mars between the end of June and the beginning of July, you will be absolutely much
more seductive, much more predisposed towards love, towards new love conquests and
you will almost certainly succeed , by the end of the summer, to fall in love again. So
if you are still alone, leave the past, forget old relationships and look to the future.
Obviously, the period in which you will have your birthday will also be fundamental
to falling in love. If, on the other hand, you have emerged unscathed from last year and
the marital and love crisis has been overcome, you can easily recover and consolidate
the relationship by making plans for the future and already for the end of the summer.
Leo career money spring summer 2022: surely the work can start to be satisfactory
again because also in this sector, in addition to the economic one, the difficulties
brought by last year have been many and tiring to bear. Now it is recovered but slowly
because the new transit of Jupiter in trine from the zodiac sign Aries helps to rebuild
but with great caution. From May 2022, therefore, start implementing new projects,
new professional opportunities, look for a job if you are unhappy with what you do and
maybe before going on vacation you will reach the goal. In fact, Jupiter in Aries offers
that optimism and that energy that allows you to act instinctively, without thinking too
much about what needs to be done, about the roads to take but you will finally be
enlightened along the way and your choices or decisions. Perhaps still some
bureaucratic or legal problem has not been solved but by September the solution will
come.
Leo luck spring summer 2022: this period for the body is a period of great recovery
and already the month of June will be very interesting with the transit of Mars in Aries.
Much more vitality, much more passion and enthusiasm that will make you forget a
complicated past and that perhaps returns because of Saturn still in opposition from the
zodiac sign Aquarius. You must look beyond and not turn around, crying. The body
responds very well to summer stress and if you don't go on vacation maybe you do the
best thing because the results you could achieve in the job could be excellent. But it is
also necessary to stop and have fun and behold that June will be a very interesting
month to leave for unusual places and also to make new friends, with the hope that
some of them can turn into love by the end of the summer. Starting a slimming
treatment and recovering from physical discomfort is now possible.
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Virgo love spring summer 2022: the current sentimental climate is still critical for
many of you because Jupiter at the beginning of spring will still be in Pisces, therefore
in opposition. Maybe many of you are alone after ending a love relationship last year
and so now you have to wait and not push the accelerator foot to try to fall in love again.
Although spring and summer offer interesting times to fill the heart with new joys and
sensations, for those who have recently ended a romantic relationship, loneliness can
be the best life partner. However, June, July and September will be very interesting
months for lonely hearts in which not only Venus will be favorable but also the transits
of Mars will help to increase your level of passion, of sensuality. Those love
relationships that have overcome difficult challenges can now look to the future with
extreme satisfaction and security.
Virgo career money spring summer 2022: the professional sector is experiencing an
unsatisfactory spring and also rather full of expenses, of wrong financial investments
but fortunately you are excellent savers and excellent administrators of your money
and those of your family and therefore you will hardly experience such critical periods
in the business and economic sector. Furthermore, with the new transit of Jupiter in
Aries, you will finally get rid of some problems that have made you suffer so much.
Summer is usually not a great time to look for work because many companies close for
the holidays but in the meantime you can study, take part in competitions, exams, be
prepared and you will notice that already in September the opportunities to prove your
true worth will come they will not even be few. In spring, be still very careful about
illusions, deceptive deals and very tempting situations that hide traps.
Virgo luck spring summer 2022: April is a rather tiring month because Mars is in
opposition and even until about the end of May. Here this will be a very tiring period
in which you should absolutely not dare, in which you should not strain your body and
be very careful of distractions at home, driving a car, at work to avoid small or large
accidents. Slowly, however, with the arrival of June and with Jupiter passing through
Aries, you will be able to recover and improve your health, even if you get out of a
physical discomfort. Obviously speaking of an extremely fortunate period is a utopia
and indeed we can say that everything that will come into your life and will be positive,
will be positive, will be the result of your commitment, your dedication and passion.
September is an absolutely wonderful month to have the right intuitions, the right
strength and determination to restart with new projects. Do you travel.
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Libra love spring summer 2022: the beginning of spring is certainly very interesting
and with Venus in Aquarius that creates in you a desire to fall in love again or in any
case to experience some new friendship and adventure. But pay attention to the period
concerning the month of May in which Venus will be opposite to your zodiac sign
passing through Aries as this is an absolutely complicated period in which the love
relationships that are in crisis could further worsen. Fortunately, the transits of Venus
are quite rapid and last a few weeks and therefore the rest of the summer will be calmer
and will allow you to win a person's heart or to improve and carry on the love
relationship you are already experiencing. The end of the summer to make new
meetings is not so exciting because of Venus in Virgo and the risk is to keep inside
emotions and sensations that you would like to express towards other people.
Libra career money spring summer 2022: June will not be an exceptional time for
work as the opposition from Mars risks making you too irritated and nervous. Here it
is necessary to be very attentive to professional situations, avoiding taking new but
risky paths. In fact, from mid-May, exactly from 11 May 2022, comes the opposition
of Jupiter who deceives, which risks dazzling your mind and making you make
absolutely wrong decisions in the professional sector. Be careful not to invest money
in attractive but unclear situations and do not underestimate the expenses that could
come unexpectedly as well as any bureaucratic problems. Do not leave your job to try
new paths and if you are without a job, be satisfied with what comes, with the few and
perhaps unsatisfactory opportunities as almost the whole summer is stingy with
opportunities to assert your innate working qualities.
Libra luck spring summer 2022: this is not a year of great luck but understanding the
reason is very simple. From 11 May 2022 Jupiter will begin a phase of opposition that
will last throughout the spring and summer. So thinking of living lucky situations is
absurd but you can obviously cling to the fast transits of Venus and Mercury to enjoy
positive and advantageous moments. On an energetic level, the heaviest period will be
that of June with Mars in Aries, therefore in opposition that will make you rather tired,
fatigued, lacking in enthusiasm and even creativity. From August until the end of the
summer you recover energy but in any case you have to be careful not to lose a balance
between mind, body and spirit that is undoubtedly not easy to save. To avoid too
stressful trips just when Mars will be opposite and therefore June is not a suitable month
for long and exhausting journeys. Don't be fooled.
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Scorpio love spring summer 2022: April is a rather interesting month for feelings
with a good transit of Venus and with the support of Mars in Pisces from April 16, 2022.
Surely spring can bring some meeting opportunities, opportunities to get to know some
new person and perhaps to consolidate the love relationship you already live but be
careful of the month of June in which Venus will oppose your zodiac sign from Taurus.
If your love relationship was not already experiencing peaceful moments then quarrels
and misunderstandings could increase and a crisis could be particularly annoying to
resolve while if your love story was already quiet then only some very slight
misunderstanding that can be easily solved. For lonely hearts this summer could offer
very romantic but also passionate encounters but talking about great love is not the
right thing. However, smile at life if you are single because you will surely have fun
even towards September.
Scorpio career money spring summer 2022: mid-April and almost all of May are
excellent times to proceed with professional ideas and projects that may have been born
in the past thanks to the support and transit of Jupiter in Pisces which, however, after
10 May will no longer be in trine with your zodiac sign. Here you have to take
advantage of the beginning of spring to complete professional paths and to sow for
your future. Maybe you will have to spend a lot of money, invest money but it will be
necessary and the fruits will be seen calmly in the coming months but not in the summer
ones in which you will be decreasing in terms of energy, therefore also mental and it
would be better not to take the longest step but wait and go slowly. If you are looking
for a job then schedule meetings and interviews, if possible of course, at the beginning
of the spring season because later it will be much more complicated. Don't change jobs
during the summer.
Scorpio luck spring summer 2022: let's say right away that the most tiring and
nervous months for you as well as very stressful, will be those of July and August when
Mars will transit in Taurus and therefore in opposition to your natal Sun. This will not
be a good time to work hard, to hope for benefits, and you won't be able to solve certain
personal issues. With Jupiter in Aries and therefore in transit in the sixth astrological
sector you may feel the need to better take care of your home, even your health, to live
your daily life in a much more serene and constructive way and it would be nice to start
a new hobby, to care of your garden or a vegetable garden if you love nature. From the
first days of September, an excellent transit of Mars in Virgo until the end of the
summer, allows you to be more concrete, more confident in your qualities and in this
way you can also attract lucky events that can demonstrate your qualities.
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Sagittarius love spring summer 2022: excellent period in love around the month of
March and therefore with the beginning of the spring period but also May will be a
very beautiful phase of the year for the feelings that could undoubtedly bring into your
life, if not a great love, however a new passion , new friendships useful to make you
feel happier. If you are in a couple do not forget that from May 11th Jupiter arrives in
Aries and therefore in trine with your natal Sun and therefore if you intend to make
plans for your love future then act with the beginning of summer and in particular July
and August will be two excellent months to establish a possible wedding date, to
officially get engaged, to go to live together or to live in a new home. The most
complicated period to keep up a love relationship will be the one relating to the month
of September with Venus transiting in Virgo, however only couples in serious crisis
will suffer.
Sagittarius career money spring summer 2022: without thinking too much about the
transits of Venus, Mercury and Mars during this spring and summer season but
observing the new transit of Jupiter which from 11 May 2022 will be in Aries after
about 12 years, here you can finally start looking to your future with great confidence.
Here is the time to sow, to plant the seeds of some projects, to carry out ideas that could
really materialize by the end of the year. So summer will be fundamental and our advice
is not to let yourself go too much, not to take too many holidays but to work hard to
achieve the goals. With the beginning of spring, many of you will almost certainly feel
a strong desire to change your career path, to change cities as well. You must give vent
to this primary need and not get stuck and stuck in situations that you no longer like.
Sagittarius luck spring summer 2022: certainly if you accept the advice of the stars
and planets, this spring and summer period will be really very tiring and especially
from mid-August until the end of summer you will be really nervous, agitated, very
stressed due to the transit of Mars in Gemini, therefore in opposition. The most
rewarding thing during these months will be to travel and you love to travel, to know
new places but if you decide to leave, both for work and for fun, then do it before
August. As we said before, the energies you will consume during this period will be
many because you will feel within you the desire to restart with new projects and
therefore do not tire too much and as soon as you have the opportunity, rest, find the
time to stop to recover physical energy and mental. The balance between mind, body
and spirit is crucial to proceed with enthusiasm thanks to the support of Jupiter.
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Capricorn love spring summer 2022: April and June will be two excellent months to
strengthen your sentimental bond and if you are lonely hearts, to find someone you like
and who offers the possibility of being able to express what you have inside, in your
heart. In fact, falling in love is likely in these months because you will feel a greater
need for sweetness, caresses, kisses and hugs. During the summer there will be the
opposition of the planet of love that will move to Cancer and therefore we must be
careful, from 19 July to 11 August 2022, to argue, to ask too much from the partner, to
be exaggeratedly demanding. Here is that if you survive this summer unscathed then
your love relationship will continue without other complications. It must be said,
however, that with the arrival of May 2022 Jupiter will move in quadrature with your
natal Sun and some of you will need to close a romantic relationship to look elsewhere
but only if everything is in serious crisis.
Capricorn career money spring summer 2022: the beginning of spring and
especially the month of April, in the business and economic sphere could offer many
more opportunities than in the past because we remember that the favorable influences
of Jupiter often make themselves felt when the planet is about to change zodiac sign
and therefore to conclude a favorable transit. April, therefore, is an excellent time to
conclude deals, agreements, to invest part of your money but pay attention to the
following months, including the summer ones in which the square of Jupiter could
begin to create complications, deceptions, traps. Better not to start new professional
paths in the summer, better know how to be satisfied, avoiding trusting people you
have known recently and who probably offer you things that will hardly arrive. Saving
your money in the summer is essential in order not to find yourself in financial
difficulties around the end of the year.
Capricorn luck spring summer 2022: when the planet Jupiter is placed in a not so
positive astrological situation, the risk could be to neglect your physical condition
because maybe you will think a lot about other issues. A mistake not to make if you do
not want to arrive at the end of the summer with serious illness. Among other things,
Mars will be negative throughout June 2022 and the beginning of July and this will
certainly be a stressful, unproductive, particularly nervous and agitated month in which
any physical ailments could worsen. Mars in Aries together with Jupiter are in fact a
time bomb and risk creating confusing situations around you. Do not travel during this
period but concentrate movements around the beginning of spring or from 6 July to 20
August 2022 when Mars will be stable in Taurus and will allow you to recover energy
and above all optimism.
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Aquarius love spring summer 2022: March, May and July are absolutely excellent
times to fall in love but also to live only small adventures without asking too much
from destiny. In spring you will experience a period in which the desire for
independence will be very strong and therefore maybe you will think only of yourself
or your primary needs such as sex, therefore asking only this in a couple relationship
but with the arrival of Jupiter in Aries around mid-May 2022, love will necessarily be
a prerogative in your life and the desire to fall in love seriously will take over. Other
periods relating to the summer will be very passionate except that of August with some
planets in opposition. Do not neglect what you feel inside your heart and if you know
a new person then start courting them because now is the time to express what you
have inside with passion. Various encounters are possible.
Aquarius career money spring summer 2022: needless to say, a new period is
starting for you much more fortunate and productive than the last one, that is with
Jupiter in Pisces. Absolutely until the first days of May 202 with Jupiter still in this
zodiac sign you can earn well and invest money in new professional projects but it must
be said that with the arrival of the planet of luck in the third astrological sector and
therefore in Aries, you will certainly succeed to obtain many advantages by moving,
traveling. You will have the desire to write a lot, even to write and publish a book from
which to get more visibility but you will also be able to appear in newspapers, on
television, becoming more protagonists of your professional life. Spring and summer
promise to bring many news, agreements, good deals, contracts, resolutions of judicial
cases that were perhaps very complicated to resolve in the past. Increase in earnings.
Aquarius luck spring summer 2022: we must thank the heavens for this series of
extremely positive periods also to get out of any health problems. Recall that from May
2022 Jupiter will be in Aries and its impulsiveness, its instinct could allow you to
quickly find solutions to problems that you have not been able to find in many past
months. Fantastic time to travel and except for the month of August, some months are
favorable to move both for work and for fun. Mars in Gemini after August 21 will also
offer a new energy and creativity that will allow you not only to end summer 2022 with
great luck but also to start autumn with new opportunities. Period of great inner rebirth
in which you will surely experience moments of discouragement and great physical
and mental stress but all your sacrifices will be absolutely repaid with Jupiter in transit
in Aries.
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Pisces love spring summer 2022: speaking of feelings we must observe that April,
June and July 2022 are excellent months in which to strengthen your bond of love or
to find someone with whom to express and share what you have inside. In fact, spring
is beautiful to live on a sentimental level and above all lonely hearts will feel a very
strong need to fall in love again because Venus in your zodiac sign only comes once a
year. The other periods indicated are also good to meet people, to make plans with the
partner for the future but spring is certainly the best period, the period in which you
will be full of enthusiasm. Also on a sexual level you will feel a great energy that will
take hold of you and it will not be easy to resist these strongly growing impulses.
Maybe in the previous year, with Jupiter in your sky, you met your soul mate or got
married and now you need to take a step forward.
Pisces career money spring summer 2022: beautiful sky also for work. First of all,
the month of April is essential to complete some professional paths that you have
started in the past and which have in any case already brought satisfactions to which
economic ones will be added this year. Yes, in fact, the transit of Jupiter in the second
astrological sector from the month of May, exactly from 11 May 2022, will allow you
to start harvesting what you have sown in the past months. Do not be afraid to continue
along a career path that in some moments will seem complicated and counterproductive
because the results that will arrive will repay you for the enormous sacrifices, the
struggles and also the disappointments and those moments of despair that anyway we
all have when we start paths of unusual and different life from previous ones. The end
of summer, with Mars in quadrature, will be very stressful and therefore find a way to
rest.
Pisces luck spring summer 2022: you have experienced a year of renewal with Jupiter
in your zodiac sign but it is not over yet because the planet of great luck will be with
you in spring and then move on to the second astrological sector and bring luck in the
economic field. We have already said that the work should give you a lot of satisfaction
during the spring and summer months but perhaps you don't realize that with Jupiter in
Aries you can really make big gains, invest further money in many other projects that
will materialize with the end of the year. Tired around the end of the summer, from
August to the end of September, due to a complicated transit in quadrature of Mars and
therefore careful not to overdo it with food, any vices, with too stressful and long
journeys or with excessively tiring sports and dangerous. Much better to take long
walks in the open air to strengthen mind, body and spirit.
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HOROSCOPE AND FORECASTS FOR THE 12 SIGNS
FOR SPRING AND SUMMER 2022
On the site www.oroscopodioggiedomani.it you can have a lot of information on your
zodiac sign, calculate your birth chart, subscribe to Youtube channel, read
generalized horoscopes for the day of today and tomorrow, for the week and the current
month and annual forecasts. Also many fun categories, games with tarot cards, with
the sibyls, with the runes, with Ching, calculating numbers to play, a wide section with
the interpretation of many dreams, etc... Enjoy !

